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Abstract：In order to optimize the shell structure of the shearer ranging arm, the force of the shearer 
drum is analyzed, and it used three-dimensional software Solidworks to establish the shell entity 
model. The structural static analysis of the shell is implemented by ANSYS software. Then it 
attained the static stress and deformed state of the shell. According to analysis results,the design of 
the shell structure was optimized.It concluded that the maximum deformation of the ranging arm is 
at the drum shaft, and it also corresponds to the maximum stress, and mechanical properties and the 
reliability of the shell were significantly improved． 

Introduction 

The shell of the ranging arm is one of the main parts of shearer cutting unit[1], design and 
manufacturing quality of its structure have a great impact on cutting unit’s load distribution , 
carrying capacity, etc. Shearer work process by the cutting resistance, traction resistance, loading 
coal reaction force, axial force and so on, eventually passed to the ranging arm, when these forces 
are relatively large, ranging arm is easy to damage or deformation too large. This requires us to 
make finite element analysis of ranging arm, and obtained ranging arm’s stress and deformation 
state, on this basis,it improve the ranging arm, thereby improving the quality of the ranging arm. 

shearer drum’s stress analysis 

During the operate of the shearer, the force of the drum is very complex, and therefore, the 
forces need to be simplified. So we can assume that the drag on the drum can be decomposed into 
cutting resistance and traction resistance and axial forces, and are concentrated on the center of the 
drum.[2] 

Below is the force diagrams of the drum(Figure 1). 

 
Fig. 1 force diagrams of the drum 
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Under the conditions of shearer parameters have been identified, according to shearer cutting 
power to estimate the force of the drum.[3,4] 
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xF  is simplify centralized cutting resistance, N; 

yF  is simplify centralized promoting resistance, N; 

zF  is axial force suffered by drum, N; 
K  is cutting resistance and shear strength of the circumferential scale factor, Generally take K 

= 0.8; 

N  is cutting unit motor’s rated power, kW; 
η  is cutting unit mechanical transmission efficiency; 
n  is drum Speed, r/min; 
D  is drum diameter, mm; 
T  is the maximum traction of the shearer, N; 

1K  is the ratio of cutting resistance of the front and rear drum, take 8.0-2.01 =K  

MG650/1620 Shearer relevant parameters: Cutting power N=650kW; Drum Speed 
n=25.83r/min; Drum diameter D=2000mm; Cutting unit mechanical transmission 
efficiencyη =0.8599; Traction T=775kN. 

Thus can be drawn: 
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Establish finite element model 

Geometric model 
Using three-dimensional design software Solidworks[5], according to MG650 / 1620 Shearer 

Rocker design dimensions, omitting irrelevant Chamfering, holes and so on[6], and establish the  
three-dimensional solid model of the shell of shearer ranging arm (Fig. 2). 

 

Fig. 2 Three-dimensional model of the shell of the ranging arm 
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Choose unit 
Solid element’s shape may be tetrahedral or hexahedral, shape options with different grid types 

is different, generally tetrahedral element mesh for freedom, hexahedral elements for mapped 
meshing. The analysis unit chosen ANSYS tetrahedral unit 187 provided, SOLID187 is high-end 
three-dimensional 10-node solid element, has a secondary displacement, adapted to generate 
irregular meshes, and each node has three degrees of freedom: the nodal coordinate system’s 
translation of x, y, z directions. 
Meshing 

You can choose to use free mesh or grid mapping to divide the model to generate a finite 
element model. Free meshing of the solid model without any special requirements, even if the 
model is irregular also can be meshed.Mapped meshing requires face or body has regular shape, 
that certain criteria must be met.[7]Since the ranging arm complex structure, using mapped meshing 
method is relatively difficult, this analysis uses free meshing methods, and using Smart Size control 
and local mesh size control to control the density of the grid to mesh ranging arm. Division results 
shown in Figure 3. 

 

Fig. 3 Ranging arm meshing 

Applied load and boundary conditions 

Equivalent load 
On the basis of shearer drum stress analysis, put the force equivalent to the ranging arm. And 

the force equivalent to the ranging arm obtain the following force and couple. 

zzyyx FRFRFR === ;;x  

cyzbyyaxx LRMLRMLRM === ;;                                              (2) 

cba LLL ,,  is zRRR 、、 yx  arm,when the force point equivalent to the ranging arm . 

The MG650 / 1620 parameter shows: mm0mm800,800 === cba LLmmL ， ,Thus 
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Applied load 
In order to facilitate loading, need to establish a node and assign a quality, unit MASS21 for 

this node, then directly set up a rigid body between the nodes and the cylindrical surface, so it can 
applied the equivalent of forces and moments to the node. Load is applied as shown in Figure 4 

 

Fig. 4 Applied load 
Constraints imposed 

During the operation of the shearer, the drum in a different position has different stress state of 
the ranging arm. When the ranging arm with the horizontal maximum angle, the ranging arm has 
maximum stress.[8]we can constraint 4 lug at all of its degrees of freedom, and make static analysis 
in the position of maximum stress of the ranging arm. Constraints imposed shown in Figure 5. 

 

Fig. 5 Impose constraints 

Analysis result  

Though static analysis of the ranging arm, we can obtain the stress distribution and the 
deformation maps of displacement.(Figure 6) 

As can be seen from the figure, the maximum stress at the ranging arm drum shaft, 
corresponding to the maximum deformation amount. Stress amplitude at ranging arm transition 
junction is also large, but less than the material allowable stress, meet the requirements of safe 
work. 

        

            a.Stress distribution             b.Displacement deformation maps  
Fig. 6 Stress-strain diagram 
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Structure Improvement 

In order to reduce the amount of stress and deformation at the ranging arm drum shaft, add the 
ribs in the position shown in Figure 7.  

 

Fig. 7 Add ribs 
After add the ribs, make finite element analysis again, it can obtain the stress distribution and 

the deformation maps of displacement(Figure 8). 

         

           a.Stress distribution            b.Displacement deformation maps 
Fig. 8 Stress-strain diagram after structural improvements 

The amount of stress change: 
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The amount of strain change: 
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Stress and strain can be seen clearly at ranging arm drum shaft becomes small. 

Summary 

In this paper, make structure static analysis by the finite element method on shearer ranging 
arm, from the analysis results, the maximum stress and deformation at the ranging arm drum shaft, 
where after add the ribs, stress and strain there is significant decreases. 

In addition, the stress amplitude is larger at ranging arm transition junction, because the 
ranging arm transition junction is in alternating stress state, so it should be appropriate to increase 
the size of the transition region of the ranging arm, in order to avoid damage because of excessive 
stress.  
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